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Abstract

social media became a fertile soil for various threats, extremism, and radicalization. This challenged policy-makers, researchers

and practitioners. Preventing such extreme activities from happening becomes an ultimate priority at local and global scale.

This paper introduces a new intertwine between radicalization and natural language processing capable of estimating the risk

score of individuals based on their social media activities. The system uses a hybridized ERG22+ and VERA-ER model,

which classifies individuals as high or low risk radicalization profile. The developed system was tested and validated on the

Video Comments Threat Corpus dataset and Twitter pro-ISIS fanboys datasets where it achieves 95.1% and 64.9% accuracy,

respectively.
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Abstract—social media became a fertile soil for various threats,1

extremism, and radicalization. This challenged policy-makers,2

researchers and practitioners. Preventing such extreme activities3

from happening becomes an ultimate priority at local and global4

scale. This paper introduces a new intertwine between radicaliza-5

tion and natural language processing capable of estimating the6

risk score of individuals based on their social media activities.7

The system uses a hybridized ERG22+ and VERA-ER model,8

which classifies individuals as high or low risk radicalization9

profile. The developed system was tested and validated on the10

Video Comments Threat Corpus dataset and Twitter pro-ISIS11

fanboys datasets where it achieves 95.1% and 64.9% accuracy,12

respectively.13

Index Terms—Radicalization, ERG22+, VERA-ER, risk per-14

ception, social media.15

1.. INTRODUCTION16

The meteoric rise of social media activities together with the17

easiness, anonymization and popularity of open access social18

media platforms in the advent of Web 2.0 have substantially19

increased the size and scope of user generated content to20

reach astonishing level. Social media becomes a key forum21

where individuals can freely express their opinions, thoughts22

and establish their identities through posting, sharing, and23

liking [22]. This trend has unfortunately been accompanied24

by a malicious use of these open platforms to gain support25

of extremism groups and agenda where malignant activities26

like hate propaganda, brainwashing and fundraising were pro-27

moted. Malicious communication takes place through various28

mediums and forms, e.g., live-stream video, image, audio, on-29

line games, chatroom, textual description, links, likes / emojis,30

among others. Often, a given social media post may include a31

mixture of these forms, which can offer a tailored virtual space32

that accommodates individual desires, tendencies, emotions33

and illicit intentions. Indeed, malicious users exploit social34

media platforms to communicate or diffuse their messages and35

recruits in many parts of the world [47]. Furthermore, with36

the increased amount of radicalization content and extremism,37

social media platforms have become a fertilized ground for38

terrorists and self-radicalized individuals. Therefore, the need39

for building a risk assessment tools that detect individuals with40

extremist beliefs is of paramount importance to prevent and41

anticipate the occurrence of any potential harmful event [62].42

A such tool, if any, should employ users’ online posts and43

activities to predict radicalization risk [35], which provides44

useful inputs to national security intelligence services to act45

prior occurrence of harmful events and incidents caused by 46

radicalized individuals. Research into online radicalization 47

detection becomes very sparse and multidisciplinary where law 48

enforcement agencies, social researchers, computer scientists 49

and volunteers are actively working to tackle this problem, 50

[3]. For instance, the voluntary organization Ctr-sec 1 claimed 51

that volunteers report on ISIS propaganda in social media 52

enabled them to close more than 200,000 Twitter accounts 53

belonging to suspected individuals/organizations. Furthermore, 54

the unstructured and informal nature of content with the 55

increased use of abbreviations, colloquialism, and translitera- 56

tions yield an extra layer of difficulties to the problem. Various 57

projects such Dark Web project [56] funded by National 58

Science Foundation of USA, Princip project of Safer Internet 59

Plan in EU, together with various national, industrial efforts 60

emerged in the last two decades for the purpose of achieving 61

Safe Internet. Nevertheless, the challenges are still far to be 62

overcome due to the dynamic nature of web, the complexity 63

of regulation based solutions and the inherent limitations 64

of algorithmic solutions promoted by research communities, 65

which call for further research on the issue. Indeed, exist- 66

ing methods to automatically identify radical content online 67

mainly rely on the use of glossaries such as aggregating lists 68

of terms associated with religion, threat, offensive language, 69

among others. The effectiveness of such an approach is of- 70

ten questioned because, e.g., the occurrence of hate speech 71

terms makes no distinction between users who promote hate 72

speech and those who combat it; the association of these 73

terms with radicalization is very much context dependent 74

and would require complex subsequent discourse analysis 75

for disambiguation; the harmonization of the boundary of 76

radicalization definition and its various ramifications is often 77

open to debate, especially in the case of online radicalization; 78

the scope and scale of the ground truth data employed in the 79

testing and the evaluation tasks of the developed approaches 80

is another striking limitation to the development of this field. 81

Looked from another perspective, the above challenges can 82

be cast into the difficulty of translating user’s textual content 83

into a reliable risk index associated with extremism / radical- 84

ization [28]. Strictly speaking, psychologists, sociologists and 85

criminal justice lawyers developed numerous risk assessment 86

frameworks that are used to evaluate a set of risk factors, 87

1https://twitter.com/CtrlSec



which enable us to predict whether an individual is likely to88

be radicalized or not. Several tools have been developed for89

the purpose of assessing whether an individual will engage90

in violent extremism or not. These instruments are imple-91

mented either in pre-trial, detention, or post-detention settings92

[55]. Typical models include RADAR, VAF (Vulnerability93

Assessment Framework), SQAT (Significance Quest Assess-94

ment Test), RRAP (Radicalization Risk Assessment in Prison),95

ERG22+ [46]. For each model, risk factors are associated96

with attributes such as belief, support to radicalized orga-97

nizations, number of radicalized activities involved, among98

others, which provide a basis for the likelihood estimation.99

This opens up new horizon to study online radicalization from100

such well-established risk assessment instruments. This paper101

focuses on the study of online radicalization using ERG22102

and VERA-ER risk assessment models. Nevertheless, there103

is a structural difference in the sense that ERG22-VERA-104

ER risk assessments are primarily designed for prisoners105

where officers can observe their behavior and interrogate them106

whenever needed. Therefore, the extension of this scheme to a107

virtual environment of blogosphere, despite being scientifically108

appealing, also bears inherent limitations due the absence of109

physical interactions and the complexity of natural language110

processing tasks involved. Although, the impact and interest of111

such analysis are well acknowledged given the role played by112

online radicalization into violent extremism and societal frag-113

mentation as indicated by recent news stories. For example,114

police investigation revealed that individuals behind Paris 2015115

bombing have been driven by motives gained through their116

online activities where interaction with radicalized groups was117

identified [18]. Although, the debate about the reasons behind118

terrorist attacks is widely open, where the leading causes are,119

in overall, rooted back to political, religious, and psychological120

motives [1], the impact of online behavior is well accredited121

by counter terrorism experts [21]. Therefore, any automated122

approach that would help law enforcement agencies to gain123

insights in terms of radicalization likelihood would provide124

a basis for subsequent monitoring tasks and planning. In125

overall, this research employs unstructured textual data from126

social media (posts, comments, and replies) to estimate the127

radicalization risk of an individuals by mapping the posts to128

ERG22-VERA-ER categorization and assessment framework.129

This research has three-fold objectives:130

1) O1: To transform ERG22- VERA-ER into an ontology131

that can be queried using natural language processing132

tools.133

2) O2: To build a monitoring system that assesses the rad-134

icalization risk using a hybrid ERG22-VERRA model.135

3) O3: To validate the model using two datasets: Video136

Comments Threat Corpus and Twitter Pro-ISIS Fanboys.137

To achieve the above research objectives (O1, O2, and O3),138

First, we performed devised a multi-step processing pipeline139

that includes building a hybrid ontology from ERG22+ and140

VERA-ER taxonomies, data preprocessing and feature extrac-141

tion, radicalization risk score estimation and evaluation.142

Contributions 143

This paper advocates essentially four-fold contributions. 144

• A comprehensive review of existing models of extrem- 145

ism/radicalization estimation is provided in the back- 146

ground section of this paper. 147

• A novel hybrid framework that uses ERG22+ and VERA- 148

ER models is put forward, contributing towards objective 149

O2. 150

• A novel model that enables an estimation of individual’s 151

radicalization/extremism score according to the textual 152

content of his post (s) is devised and implemented (con- 153

tributing to O2). The model evaluates the content of a 154

user’s post content with respect to ERG22+-VERA-ER 155

ontology to distinguish high/low profile according to the 156

estimate risk score. 157

• For testing and validation purpose, a novel annotation 158

technique for labeling twitter Pro-ISIS fanboys dataset is 159

devised and implemented, contributing to O3. 160

Section II of this paper presents the background of the dif- 161

ferent risk assessment tools. Section III describes the datasets 162

employed in this study. Section IV details the method and 163

the data pipeline used to answer the aforementioned research 164

questions. Results and discussions are reported in Section 165

V.Finally, conclusive statements and perspective works are 166

stated in Section VI. 167

II. RADICALIZATION RISK ASSESSMENT TOOLS 168

Assessment of radicalization risk differs according to the 169

risk perception and attributes judged more important for the 170

assessment task. For instance, some tools consider that the 171

risk may refer to the chance of socializing with extremist 172

networks, while others focus on risk of using violence in 173

future acts or performing terrorist acts [59]. In overall, four 174

methods can be distinguished in individual (radicalization) 175

risk assessment tasks: unstructured clinical judgment, actuarial 176

methods, structured professional judgment (SPJ), and self- 177

assessment methods. In SPJ methods, decisions are based on 178

guidelines, structured questions or a set of indicators issued 179

from empirical evidence or professional practice. Such ap- 180

proach has gained an edge with practitioner community due to 181

its demonstrated reliability and validity. In this respect, Lloyd 182

[40] reviewed six commonly used tools for anti-terrorism risk 183

assessment, which are summarized below. 184

1) Islamic Radicalisation (IR-46): IR-46 is an SPJ tool 185

created in 2016 by the Dutch Police department in the Nether- 186

lands as a successor to the Kennis in Modellen (KIM) tool 187

[64]. It delivers a framework for analyzing an individual’s risk 188

of violent extremism across two domains: social context and 189

ideological factors. It includes 46 indicators to assess individ- 190

uals involved in terrorist acts and violence driven by religion 191

and/or social ideologies. However, the IR-46 is unsuitable for 192

other ideological groups since it is originally designed to be 193

used to assess Islamic radicalization only [40]. 194

2) Multi-Level Guidelines (MLG): MLG is an SJP tool 195

developed in 2013 by Cook, Hart and Kropp [13], widely used 196

in North America and Europe. The tool’s main target is the 197



assessment of group-based violence (GBV), particularly with198

respect to terrorist activities [65]. GBV targets a set of threats,199

attempts, or actual violent activities which cause injuries,200

committed by either a single individual or a group, often201

brainwashed by their belonging mentor (s) [12]. MLG includes202

20 systematic review-based risk factors across four domains:203

individual factors, individual-group, group, and group-societal204

factors [65]. Especially, MLG is used for reassessment pur-205

pose, to monitor any change due to the dynamic nature within206

on year time period [65]. MLG utilizes the entire SPJ strategy207

via scenario planning emphasizing an individual in his social208

and broader societal and political context, which provides an209

edge when dealing with gangs, terrorists, and those involved210

in organised crime [40]. Nevertheless, practitioners must be211

skilled risk assessors to analyse the flow of information212

adequately because the elements in the individual domain are213

generic [40] and lack the specificity required to perform a full214

terrorism assessment.215

3) Extremism Risk Guide (ERG 22+): The ERG22+ is216

an SPJ tool created by the United Kingdom’s Prison and217

Probation Service (UKPPS) in 2011 based on the literature218

on terrorists, casework of individuals convicted of terrorism219

offences, and a comparative analysis of the criminogenic pro-220

files of individuals convicted of extremist offences. ERG22+221

provides a guided framework for risk assessment according222

to threat severity as compiled by the National Offender Man-223

agement Service (NOMS) [41]. This tool provides a way to224

determine an individual’s risk level of involvement with an225

extremist group, share its cause or ideology as well as the226

individual’s willingness to offend (UKPPS, 2019). Therefore,227

the ERG22+ is used not only on people convicted of extremist228

offences in England and Wales but also on individuals with229

no previous convictions (UKPPS, 2019). It includes three230

categories (engagement, intent, and capacity) with 22 risk231

indicators. The users of the ERG22+ are generally registered232

psychologists or experienced probation Officers. Despite its233

popularity in UK and elsewhere, the information on reliability234

and validity is still to be demonstrated, and it remains to be235

established whether the factors of the ERG22+ are correlates236

or predictors of risk [40].237

4) Violent Extremism Risk Assessment-2 (VERA-2): VERA-238

2R is another SPJ tool created by the Netherlands Institute for239

Forensic Psychiatry and Psychology (Pressman et al. 2019)240

[53], [54] developed by academia and mental health experts.241

VERA-2R provides a framework for analyzing individual’s242

risk of violent extremism across eight domains: Beliefs &243

Attitude, Social Context, History & Capacity, Motivators, Risk244

mitigating indicators, Personal history, Criminal history, and245

Psychopathology. VERA-2R holds 45 indicators used to assess246

individuals involved in violent extremism, terrorism, violence247

driven by religious, political or social ideologies. This, in248

principle, makes VERA-2R suitable for all types of extremism249

regardless the age and gender [40]. In addition, VERA-2R250

can inform about assessment, risk management, and decision-251

making through pre-crime or post-crime across any judicial252

setting. In addition, due to the emphasis on feeling alienated253

and needing social support, [7], hypothesized that the VERA 254

would be simpler to apply to people who work in groups. 255

However, VERA suffers from the small sample size that makes 256

it not easy to generalize beyond Netherlands case study [40]. 257

5) Terrorist Radicalization Assessment Protocol (TRAP- 258

18): TRAP-18 is another SJP tool developed in 2018 by 259

Meloy [42] as an investigative template. The tool assists in 260

prioritising cases depending on the severity of the danger to 261

overcome the challenges faced in counter-terrorism [44]. The 262

tool focuses on preventing lone terrorist behaviour instead 263

of predicting it. TRAP-18 targets individuals who attracted 264

the attention of law enforcement due to concerns regarding 265

engagement in an ideologically motivated violence. TRAP- 266

18 includes two sets of indicators: 8 warning behaviours and 267

10 distal features. The warning behaviours were designed as 268

a way to detect the relative risk of targeted or intentional 269

violence [57]. The warning signs might suggest an increased 270

danger of targeted violence [45]. Several distal traits, such 271

as a history of criminal violence, remain static despite being 272

drawn from the psychological study of lone-actor terrorism. 273

The distal features and proximal warning behaviours can also 274

be distinguished accordingly [42]. Although TRAP-18 can 275

distinguish between empty threats and actual dangers [40], 276

this tool focuses on lone-actors limiting its pertinence with 277

group actors and the challenges of assessing the information 278

needed to complete the assessment in a pre-crime scenario. 279

6) Vulnerability Assessment Framework (VAF): Developed 280

by UK government, VAF consists of 22 factors -across three 281

dimensions: engagement, intent and capability– that may cause 282

an individual to (a) engage with a terrorist group; (b) develop 283

the intent to cause harm, and; (c) develop the capability to 284

cause harm. It is primarily used to assess whether individuals 285

need support to safeguard them from the risk of being targeted 286

by terrorists and radicalizers 2. 287

7) Non SPJ models: In addition to the aforementioned SPJ 288

models, we shall also mention the existence of a set of non- 289

SPJ models, which are less popular with practitioners. This 290

includes the following, see [38] for details: 291

• Identifying Vulnerable People (IVP). The Guidance for 292

IVP model [19] rather describes some risk behaviour 293

but does not provide any risk assessment like-approach. 294

Therefore it does not fit with the current purpose of study. 295

• Significance Quest Assessment Test (SQAT). SQAT 296

model [38] is developed to measure detainee’s degree of 297

radicalization using a 66 item questionnaire over three 298

categorization: ‘needs’; ‘narrative’; and ‘network’ (the 299

3N-approach). 300

• RADAR is a protocol designed to identify individuals 301

that could benefit from early interventions, focusing on 302

observable behavioural indicators (social context, ideol- 303

ogy and criminal action orientation) and their potential 304

for coping. So the tool rather acts as an aid to decision- 305

making process for policy officers and municipalities. 306

2“Channel Vulnerability Assessment,” HM Government, 2012,
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/channel-vulnerability-
assessment.



Table I summarizes the key characteristics and our appreci-307

ation on the pros and cons of each method. Especially, our308

review of radicalization tools revealed the following. First,309

from a methodological perspective, the SPJ class of methods310

has an edge over other methods, due to the presence of clearly311

identified indicators and risk factors, which explain the high312

interest of research community. Second, some tools (e.g.,313

IR-46, up to some extent ERG22 -while ERG22+ is meant314

to be applied to all extremism ideologies) are specifically315

tailored to one ideology (Islamic ideology for IR-46), which316

restricts their application to other ideologies. Third, there is an317

inherent difference when looking at radicalization event as an318

individual act or organization act. Similarly, the methods differ319

according to the level of expertise required by the officers320

who apply the protocol on the individuals. Fourth, among321

the SPJ methods, ERG22 and VERA-ER are by far the most322

popular with practitioner and scientific community due to their323

well structured risk indicators and boost from UK and USA324

jurisdiction organizations. Fifth, another critical issue, which325

is often not elucidated in the risk documents, concerns the326

aggregation of the various risk indicators. In this regards,327

very often, the experts conducting the interview /protocol are328

responsible for deciding on the way and type of such an329

aggregation.330

III. METHODOLOGY331

A. Background332

The starting point in our methodology is to acknowledge the333

risk factor / indicators developed in ERG22+ and VERA-ER334

as key pillars in the development of an online risk assessment335

score. For this purpose, we hypothesize that336

• H1: the textual description of these indicators can be337

translated into a simple ontology used for text matching338

and retrieval task;339

• H2: the extent of textual matching can be used as a risk340

assessment pertaining to the corresponding indicator;341

• H3: the use of the state-of-the-art BERT model or ex-342

ternal lexical database would enable us to account for343

various context in the text matching quantification task;344

• H4: In line with some expert-based aggregation of the345

various risk indicator employed in SPJ risk aggregation346

[40], we assume no preference among the risk indicators,347

and therefore a max combination rule will be used to348

aggregate the risk scores of the various indicators.349

• H5: Individuals can be classified into either high risk350

profile or low risk profile in terms of radicalization risk.351

For H1, it should be noted that since ERG22+ and VERA-2G352

were developed based on empirical research and interviews353

with terrorist offenders, this makes them an ideal starting point354

to identify online radicalization [38]. Indeed, both VERA-ER355

and ERG22+ have proven to be well suitable for identifying356

high risk individuals, not only for those who have already357

committed crimes, but also for suspected individuals. We358

therefore adopted a hybrid ERG22-VERA-ER solution by359

combining their associated factors, although many features360

are found to be overlapping. This hybridization also enables 361

us to compensate for inherent limitations due to the lack of 362

exemplification in the definition of some factors. Whereas 363

H2-H4 provide a basis for quantifying individual risk score 364

according to the extent of matching of user’s input to Indica- 365

tor’s definitions. Especially, the use of BERT model enables 366

us to represent textual description of both indicator textual 367

description and user’s textual input as numerical vectors, so 368

that the matching can be evaluated using standard metrics like 369

cosine similarity measure. Likewise, the use of the external 370

lexical databases, e.g., WordNet, permits data augmentation 371

of initial data that enable the system to go beyond standard 372

string matching process in accounting for semantic aspect. H5 373

attempts to accommodate the nature of the dataset employed 374

in our study where both Youtube dataset and, up to some 375

extent, ISIS dataset, provide insight to distinguish high risk 376

profile and low risk profile. Therefore, risk evaluation score 377

should be converted into a binary classification (low and high 378

risk) problem to fit this purpose. On the other hand, since 379

ISIS dataset lacks ground truth, a novel approach has been 380

devised to use Youtube dataset as a guiding tool to annotate 381

the dataset. Figure 1 provides a generic pipeline describing the 382

overall architecture with different steps for building our risk 383

assessment tool whose individual components are detailed in 384

the next subsections. 385

B. Hybrid ERG22+ -VERA-ER ontology 386

The construction of the hybrid model involves merging the 387

different factors definitions of both risk assessment tools in 388

ERG22+ and VERA-ER. This step consists of building a set 389

of vocabulary associated with each factor of the hybrid tool 390

by extracting and normalizing the relevant tokens contained 391

in the definition statements. Table II presents the factors’ 392

definitions used for building the hybrid model ERG22+ and 393

VERA-ER. We then create an expanded keyword list linked 394

with each factor definition statement(s), say ith factor Hfi. 395

For this purpose, we utilize a three-stage process. First, we 396

extract words associated with each ontology from the hybrid 397

factor definitions Hf = {Hf1, Hf2, ...Hf23}, followed by 398

vocabulary augmentation using the lexical database WordNet 399

for synonymy relation extraction. Finally, a refinement using 400

an old-fashioned manual checking stage is performed for 401

possible inconsistency detection. 402

C. DataSets 403

This paper uses two datasets involving violence and threats 404

to test our online risk radicalization model. 405

Video Comments Threat Corpus (VCTC): This dataset was 406

collected in 2013 from 19 different YouTube videos related 407

to various topics (religious beliefs and political conflicts) 408

that trigger anger and hatred emotions. The dataset consists 409

of 9.845 comments with 28.643 sentences written by 5.484 410

different users. Its annotation uses a binary format indicating 411

whether it corresponds to a threat or not. In total, 993 412

users wrote 1.287 comments where 1.387 sentences annotated 413

as violent threats. In addition, some of the content of the 414



TABLE I
REVIEW OF EXISTING RISK RADICALIZATION TOOLS

Tool Summary Category Names Aadventages Disadventages

Extremist Risk
Guidance (ERG22+)

(M. Lloyd & C.
Dean (NOMS))

SPJ tool developed in the
UK, It has 22 Factors.
Targeting extremist prisoners
in England and Wales

Engagement, Intent &
Capability

Provide sentence planning,
intervention
and release planning.
Developed by international
experts and advisory group.

Unknown Reliability and
validity. Developed on
Al-Qaeda extremists.
No consideration of
other factors. Questionable
when apply to different
types of extremism and
different populations.

Violent Extremism
Risk Assessment

(VERA-2R)

D.E. Pressman,
N. Duits, T.

Rinne & J. Flockton

SPJ tool developed in Canada
/USA.It has 45 Factors,
Targeting all types of violent
extremists, offenders, and
terrorists driven by religious,
political, or social ideologies.
Pre/Post crime usage

Beliefs & Attitude;
Social Context;
History & Capacity;
Motivators;
Risk mitigating indicators.
Personal history;
Criminal history;
Psychopathology

Revised version
Flexibility to add new factors.
Applicability to all
ideological types.

No access for assessors to
classified information.
Long time in rating
quantitative and qualitative
information

Terrorist Radicalization
Assessment Protocol

(TRAP-18)

J. Reid Meloy

SPJ tool developed in
Netherlands. It has 18 Factors.
targeting lone-actor intended
to commit terrorism driven
by ideologically

Proximal warning
behaviours
distal characteristics

Pre-crime screening and
informs if monitoring
is needed.
Several studies proved
the utility of the framework.

Limited to individual
assessment.
Lack of information in
pre-crime scenarios.

Multi-Level Guidelines
(MLG)

A. Cook, S.D.
Hart & P.R. Kropp

SPJ tool developed in
Canada, It has 20 Factors.
Can be used pre/post crime
with member of a group

Individual risk factors,
individual group factors,
group factors
group societal factors

Usability with terrorists and
organised crime.

The individual domain
lacks detail in assessing
violence as a backgrounds
key of individuals involved
in terrorism.

Islamic Radicalization
(IR-46)

Dutch Police
Forceq

SPJ tool developed in
Netherlands. It has 46 Factors
To be used pre-crime with
individuals displaying
signs of Islamic radicalization

Social context &
ideological factors

Easy to use, Ability of
structuring the management
of risk.
Widly used by police

Limited to Islamist
extremism.
No individual assessment.

Structured Assessment
of Violent

Extremism (SAVE)
G. Dean & G. Pettet

Self-report tool developed in
Australia. It has 30 Factors.
To be used for pre-crime

Cognitive risk factors.
Terrorism, militant,
shooter.

Ability to capture the
subjectivity
in decision making.

Little research on SAVE

Vulnerability Assessment
Framework (VAF)

NOMS/Channel
Program

Self-report tool developed
in the UK. It has 22 Factors.
Targeting Individuals
considered vulnerable
to radicalization

Engagement,
Intent & Capability

Flexibility of usage on
individuals work in education,
local authorities,
youth services
and the health sector.

Little research on the VAF

Identifying Vulnerable
People (IVP)

J. Cole, B. Cole, L.
Allison & E. Allison

SPJ tool developed in the
UK. It has 16 Factors.
Targeting Individuals
considered vulnerable
to radicalization

Generic risk indicators
& Red flag indicators

Accessible online.
Easy to administer.
No required training or
licensing.
Ability to structure concerns
and inform post-assessment
actions.

Inspired by AL Qaeda
extremism.
No protective factors
or risk management.

RADAR

K. Barelle & S.
Harris-Hogan

SPJ tool developed in
Australia. It has 27 Factors.
Targeting radicalized
individuals in/out of prison

Social Relations,
Coping, Identity,
Ideology & Action
Orientation

RADAR can be used
in and outside
the prison context

Little research on
RADAR

Significant Quest
Assessment Test

(SQAT)
A.W. Kruglanski

Self-report tool developed in
The USA. It has 66 Factors.
Targeting radicalized
prisoners

Needs, Narrative &
Network

As it is completed by the
individual, there is no need
to obtain information.

Individuals may provide
socially desirable answers

Radicalization Risk
Assessment (RRAP)

P. das Neves

Self-report tool developed in
Protugal. It has 39 Factors.
Targeting prisoners thought
to be vulnerable or in process
of radicalization

Emotional uncertainty,
self-esteem, radicalism,
distance, and societal
disconnection,
need to belong,
legitimization of terrorism,
perceived in group superiority,
identity fusion, and
identification, and activism

Designed specifically for
use in prisons and probation
settings

Little research on the
RRAP

comments were quoted as originated from either the Quoran415

or the Bible [25].416

Twitter Pro-ISIS fanboys: This contains Twitter discus- 417

sion around the November 2015 Paris attacks where over 418



TABLE II
MAPPING BETWEEN ERG22+ AND VERA-ER

Hybrid Factors (ERG22) Definitions (VERA-ER) Hybrid Factors (ERG22) Definitions (VERA-ER)

Need to redress grievance

Victim of justice
Rejection of democratic values
Hostility to collective national
identity
Feelings of hate, frustration,
persecution and alienation anger

Evaluated psychopathology Evaluated psychopathology

Need to defend against threat Feelings of hate and persecution Over-identification Over-identification

Need for identity, meaning &
belonging, and comradeship

Need for identity
Driven by comradeship,
group belonging,
status in the group

Us and them thinking
Us and them thinking
Hostility to national collective
identity/identity conflict

Need for significance & status

Need for significance and status
Driven by status in group,
acquisition of status
Search for significance, meaning in
life

Dehumanisation of the enemy
Dehumanisation of the enemy
Dehumanisation/demonisation of
target group

Desire for excitement & adventure Desire for excitement & adventure
Driven by excitement & adventure Attitudes that justify offending

Attitudes that justify offending
Commitment to ideology justifying
violence
Glorification of violent action

Need to dominate others Need to dominate others Harmful means to an end Harmful means to an end
Willingness to die for cause

Susceptibility to indoctrination Susceptibility to influence and
indoctrination Harmful end objectives

Harmful end objectives
Expressed intent to plan violent
action
Expressed intent to act violently &
to plan & prepare action
Identification of a target
Lack of empathy for outgroups
Seeker/consumer/developer violent
materials

Political, moral motivation

Political, moral motivation
Driven by moral imperative and
superiority by religion or noble
cause

Individual knowledge, skills &
competencies

Individual knowledge,
Skills and competencies
Tactical paramilitary explosives
training

Opportunistic involvement Opportunistic involvement
Criminal Opportunism

Access to networks, funding &
equipment

Access to networks,
Funding & equipment
Personal contact with extremists
Funds, resources & organisational
skills

Family/friends support extremism
Family/friends support extremism
Network (family/friends) involved
in violent action

Criminal history

Criminal history
Prior criminal history of violence
Personal history: early exposure to
violent extremism and ideology

Transitional periods Transitional periods Other factor

lack of resilience
Relational problems
Lack of healthy father role model
Desire to be a hero
Hedonistic guilt
Employment problems
Previous trauma
Failure to meet cultural or family
expectations

Group influence and control
Group influence and control
Forced, coerced to participate
susceptible to influence



Fig. 1. Generique pipeline.

17,000 tweets from 100+ pro-ISIS 3 supporters worldwide419

have been reported. The dataset includes attributes: name,420

username, location, number of followers, number of statuses,421

timestamp, and the tweet in different languages. The tweets422

are dominantly written in English, although, we may notice423

some Arabic tweets as well. The content of a tweet might424

be connected to a propaganda video link or promoting anti-425

US and anti-western countries slogans using various hashtags.426

However, unlike Youtube dataset, the processing of this dataset427

is challenged by the lack of formal ground truth, which428

motivated the development of automated data annotation ap-429

proaches as highlighted in the generic pipeline illustration.430

D. Data preprocessing431

Standardized text preprocessing techniques have been per-432

formed to eliminate any noise and inconsistencies from the433

gathered text that will influence the matching process. The434

preprocessing is slightly polished to accommodate the nature435

of source data employed (Youtube data and Twitter) where436

Twitter dataset is usually highly noisy and ignoring some437

relevant characters (e.g., #, ) can yield significant gap). In438

overall, the preprocessing includes the following functions:439

• Remove emails and URLs.440

3https://www.kaggle.com/fifthtribe/how-isis-uses-twitter?select=tweets.csv

• Replace combined tokens by separate ones, e.g., 441

”hasn′t” becomes ”has not”. 442

• Remove Stopwords. 443

• Remove distracting single quotes. 444

• Remove punctuation, extra spaces, Numbers, user men- 445

tions, Emojis, reserved words (RT, FAV), hahstags. 446

E. Matching user textual input to hybrid ontology 447

The process of matching individual post content to the risk 448

indicator ontology has been considered from two perspectives. 449

The first one performs this matching process at each post of 450

an individual user and then aggregates all all posts of the same 451

to user to yield an overall assessment with respect to each risk 452

factor. The second one concatenates all posts of an individual 453

user as a single document that is then matched to each risk 454

factor to yield a single individual assessment score. The first 455

approach yields a matrix evaluation score with respect to num- 456

ber of posts of the user and number of risk factor ontologies in 457

hybrid eERG22++ -VERA-ERA, while the second approach 458

yields a vector representation corresponding to the matching 459

score for each risk factor, see Fig. 2. Intuitively, the matrix and 460

vector-based approaches correspond to two decision strategies 461

where in the former we tolerate to judge about individual’s 462

radicalization on flight according to his current statement, 463

which sometimes does make a sense too, for example when the 464

https://www.kaggle.com/fifthtribe/how-isis-uses-twitter?select=tweets.csv


user stated his willingness to perform a violent act. While, in465

the vector-based approach a more cautious attitude towards466

risk assessment is judged necessarily to take into account467

the context user’s statement and possibly any psychological,468

amusement, rumour impact.469

Fig. 2. Matrix versus vector risk assessment

Therefore, let Fi, i=1 to m, be the risk factors in ERG22+-470

VERA-ER ontology, and let Rj
i be the risk assessment of the471

ith user with respect to jth risk factor Fj when considering472

all his/her posts (in case of vector-based approach), then the473

overall risk assessment of User i is provided by (1), as per474

hypothesis H − 4:475

Riski = max
j=1,m

Rj
i (1)

Similarly, in the case of matrix-based approach, a counter-476

part of (1) is the following:477

Riski = max
j=1,m

Φ(Rj
i,1, R

j
i,2, ..., R

j
i,n) (2)

where Φ(.) stands for some aggregation function of the risk478

assessment of individual posts of the user. Especially, in a479

prudent attitude, the risk factor can be dedicated by the most480

risky post in terms of the underlined risk factor content, which481

is translated into a max combination operator where Φ(.) =482

max(.), while an incautious attitude can be translated into a483

min combination operator (Φ(.) = min(.)).484

On the other hand, the quantification of individual risk485

assessment score Rj
i of User i with respect to Fj risk factor in486

the hybrid ERG22+ & VERA-ERA model is performed solely487

on the basis of the textual matching in according to H2. For488

this purpose two competing approaches that use embedding489

and deep-learning models are developed for this purpose:490

Empath [20] feature matching and BERT [14] model matching491

in line with H3. While a third approach that uses standard492

string matching taking into account keyword augmentation is493

employed as baseline model. Below these three approaches494

are detailed.495

1) Embedding-based approach: Both Empath and BERT496

embedding are detailed in this subsection. Empath [20] im-497

itates the concept of LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and Word498

Count) [51] and yields a set of categories with associated499

weights for which the input word or sentence likely matches.500

The model uses a neural embedding model trained on more 501

than 1.8 billion words of modern fiction and using 194 built-in, 502

pre-validated categories. For example, the text (bleed and kill) 503

will be categorized as violence = 1.0, crime = 0.12, prison 504

= 0.12, pain = 0.37 and zeros for the other categories that 505

are not triggered by these terms. In overall any textual input 506

yields an embedding vector of 194 components indicating the 507

level of matching to each predefined categories. 508

Similarly, the Bidirectional Encoder Representations from 509

Transformers (BERT) architecture [14] released by the Google 510

research group in 2018 becomes nowadays the state-of-the- 511

art in many NLP applications. Unlike other word embedding 512

techniques such as Glove or Word2Vec, which provide a 513

feature vector for each word of the text sequence, BERT 514

delivers a way to encode the entire text sequence into a single 515

feature vector taking into account the word order and context. 516

For each textual input, it generates a 768 size encoding vector. 517

Therefore, for a given risk factor, say, Fi and kth post Lj
k of 518

User j, the associated individual risk assessment score Rj
i,k 519

is determine as a cosine similarity of the embedding vectors 520

generated by empath categorization on statement (s) associated 521

to Fi and kth post Lj
k of User j: 522

Rj
i,k =

Empath(Fi) • Empath(Lj
k)

∥Empath(Fi)∥ .
∥∥∥Empath(Lj

k)
∥∥∥ (3)

The counterpart of (3) in case of use BERT embedding is 523

provided by (4): 524

Rj
i,k =

BERT (Fi) •BERT (Lj
k)

∥BERT (Fi)∥ .
∥∥∥BERT (Lj

k)
∥∥∥ (4)

(3) and (4) apply in case of matrix-based methodolgy, when 525

the risk assessment is performed is performed at each post of 526

the user. In this case, the aggregation of risk score across all 527

posts is performed using mean operator; namely, for a User 528

j who has n posts, the overall risk score with respect to jth 529

risk factor is: 530

Rj
i = (1/n)

n∑
k=1

Rj
i,k (5)

Alternatively, if all posts, say Lj for User j, are concatenated 531

together (yielding a vector-like representation as in Fig. 2), the 532

risk score are calculated: 533

Rj
i,k =

Empath(Fi) • Empath(Lj)

∥Empath(Fi)∥ . ∥Empath(Lj)∥
(6)

And 534

Rj
i,k =

BERT (Fi) •BERT (Lj)

∥BERT (Fi)∥ . ∥BERT (Lj)∥
(7)

Finally, from the risk score associated to each risk factor, 535

the overall risk score of a given is calculated as: 536

Rj = max
k

Rj
k (8)



2) String matching based approach: The basis of string-537

matching is to use the expanded list of keywords generated538

by the use of WordNet lexical database for synonymy relation539

on tokens of the risk factor definition statements as pointed540

in the generic pipeline illustration of Fig. 1. Then a modified541

Jaccard similarity like measure is used to quantify the amount542

of overlapping between an individual post k of a user j,543

represented by a bag-of-words Postjk and a risk factor Fi,544

represented by the bag-of-word V ocFi of its expanded tokens,545

as in Eq.(9).546

Rj
i,k =

∥∥∥Postjk
⋂
V ocFi

∥∥∥∥∥∥Postji,k

∥∥∥ (9)

Similarly to embedding case, the risk score of individual547

with respect to a given risk factor is calculated as the average548

over all the risk score of all its individual posts. Whereas,549

in case all posts of a given individual are concatenated, the550

Postjk is substituted by the concatenated input Postj . Finally,551

the overall individual risk assessment is computed as in (8) by552

maximizing over all risk factor results.553

F. Risk quantification554

The previous two subsection provide a basis for quantifying555

the individual radicalization risk Rj of User j as a numerical556

score in the unit interval. In order to accommodate the context557

of our study and the annotated dataset, a binarization is558

required to transform individual score into high risk or low559

risk quantification. For this purpose, we adopted the following560

thresholding strategies:561

• Geometric mean. The Geometric Mean or G-Mean is a562

metric for imbalanced classification that seeks to optimize563

the balance between the sensitivity and the specificity.564

G-Mean uses all the thresholds from Receiver Operating565

Characteristic (ROC) Curve, where the optimal threshold566

would produce the most significant G-Mean value [58].567

• F-measure.In this case, the threshold is chosen so that568

the F-measure on the training dataset is maximized.569

• Optimal Threshold Tuning. This approach is similar to570

the grid-search method, selecting the optimal threshold571

among others with the largest F-Measure. The evaluation572

involves applying a single threshold on the predicted573

probabilities and mapping all values equal to or greater574

than the selected threshold to 1 and all values less than575

the threshold to 0.576

• Quantile-based discretization. The automatic threshold-577

ing uses the Quantile-based discretization function to578

select the best threshold that maximizes the accuracy of579

the training set to apply it on the test set to measure580

the total accuracy of the system eventually. Quantile-581

based discretization is one of the approaches used in582

the discretization process [32]. This process is used to583

transform continuous variables, models or functions into584

a discrete form by creating a set of contiguous intervals585

(bins) that go across the range of the desired variable,586

model, or function [31].587

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 588

A. Labeling Twitter Pro-ISIS fanboys dataset: 589

In contrast to Youtube dataset, Twitter Pro-ISIS fanboys 590

dataset is not annotated. Therefore, a labelling process needs 591

to be performed. Strictly speaking, text labelling is a complex 592

and tedious process involving human judgment and sometimes 593

crowd-sourcing and/or automatic techniques depending on the 594

nature and structure of dataset. For instance, studies in [2], 595

[6] advocated the use of sentiment analysis as a labelling 596

technique to discriminate between threat and non threat. Others 597

studies, e.g., [5] considered the state of the Twitter account of 598

the user, speculating that a twitter user who shares inappropri- 599

ate language is likely to be deleted or suspended by Twitter. 600

In our study, two distinct approaches are pursued. 601

Approach 1. The first approach follows the Twitter account 602

activity assuming that the user is considered a high risk profile 603

if his Twitter account is banned. 604

Learning from Youtube annotation. In this original automated 605

procedure, the goal is to learn from the annotation made 606

by Youtube dataset. Formally, we take the embedding vector 607

(calculated using either BERT or Empath features) of every 608

threat user in Youtube dataset. Similarly, for a given Twitter 609

user dataset, we compute the corresponding embedding of 610

its concatenated posts and then calculate the cosine similar- 611

ity with every (high risk profile user) vector embedding in 612

Youtube dataset. If there exists at least one similarity score 613

whose value is beyond some predefined threshold, then the 614

corresponding Twitter user is judged high risk profile, other- 615

wise, it is annotated as low risk profile. Algorithm 1 shows 616

the labelling processes for the witter Pro-ISIS fanboys dataset. 617

See also Fig. 4 and Fig. 3 for an illustration of the annotation 618

results when using Youtube dataset and Twitter account status, 619

respectively. A quick reading of these illustrations reveals 620

that the use of Twitter account status method leads to a 621

classification of almost all users as threat (high risk profile), 622

which may render the evaluation of the developed method non- 623

effective due to strong class balance. We therefore adopted the 624

YouTube-based labelling strategy only. 625

Algorithm 1 Labeling Twitter Pro-ISIS(Threshold = 0.5)
1: Twiiter Labels← []
2: Threat Labels← Threat Corpus[′labels′]
3: for User_Empath in Tweets_Empath do
4: Sims← []
5: for Threat_Empath in Threats_Empath do
6: Sims.append(Cos(User Empath, Threat Empath))
7: end for
8: if max(Sims) < Threshold then
9: Tweets Labels.append(0)

10: else
11: Tweets Labels.append(Threat Labels[index(max(Sims)))]
12: end if
13: end for
14: return Tweets Labels

B. Results and discussions 626

1) Exploratory analysis: We initially performed an ex- 627

ploratory analysis to apprehend the scope of the two datasets 628

using WordCloud visualisation. This visualisation provides 629
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Fig. 4. Twitter Pro-ISIS fanboys dataset Labeling using YouTube

general insights about the most frequent words used in the630

case of extremism and no extremism, along with the most631

discussed topics of the two datasets. Figures 5 and ?? show632

the WordCloud representation of YouTube Threat corpus and633

the Twitter Pro-ISIS fanboys dataset, respectively.634

Figure 5 pictures the frequency distribution of the comments635

related to threats which are mainly about Islam and killing636

Muslims in different forms, exemplified using words like ’die’,637

’death’, ’kill’, ’shoot’, ’booming’, ’nuke’ and ’burn’. This part638

of the Threat corpus also shows some racism manifest in the639

words of ’racist’, ’deported’, ’white’, and ’people’, besides640

cyberbullying Muslims using different cursing words such as641

’scum’, ’bastard’ and ’pigs’. On the other hand, religious642

conflict and hatred were clearly between religions, such as643

’Christianity’ and ’Judaism’.644

Figure 6 shows the frequent words of the Twitter Pro-ISIS645

fanboys dataset, where the highlight of the ISIS organization,646

attacks committed in Irak and Syria can be noticed. It also647

includes some tragic incidents and reports about attacks in648

Turkey, Yemen, Burma, where many civilians/children were649

victims of such terror as well as special operations performed650

by Turkey, Russia, and the USA. We also notice the mention-651

ing of political and religious conflicts between Muslims and652

non-Muslims as well as racism. The importance of internet653

channels in their propaganda is highlighted.654

Fig. 5. WordCloud of YouTube Threat corpus

Fig. 6. WordCloud illustration of Twitter Pro-ISIS fanboy dataset

2) Comparative analysis: In this subsection, we evaluate 655

the performance of the various of approaches (string matching, 656

Empath embedding, BERT embedding considering either vec- 657

tor or matrix-based representation) and using various thresh- 658

olding techniques. In order to find the optimal threshold, the 659

two datasets were split into 80% train and 20% test. The results 660

for Twitter Pro-ISIS Fanboy and YouTube Threat Corpus 661

datasets are summarized in tables III and IV, respectively. 662

In the same table, the optimal threshold value generated by 663

the use of the corresponding thresholding technique is also 664

displayed. 665

Tables III and IV reveal that the use of BERT embedding at 666

post level (matrix-based approach) yields the best accuracy of 667



60.9% and 95% for Twitter and YouTube dataset, respectively.668

The former is obtained using G-mean thresholding with a669

threshold of 0.01, while F-measure thresholding techniques670

(with a threshold of 0.04) was used in case of YouTube dataset.671

Furthermore, the result showed that in the case of Youtube672

dataset, where the textual inputs are slightly more structured as673

compared to twitter dataset, the keyword matching can lead to674

relatively good result as the accuracy achieved 86.4% in case675

of F-measure thresholding tuning technique with an optimal676

threshold of 0.154. The same accuracy level is also reached677

using optimal threshold tuning technique.678

The results also show that quantile-based discretization679

technique gives the best accuracies equal to 73.9% and 64.9%,680

for YouTube and Twitter dataset, respectively, regardless of the681

feature representations.682

TABLE III
ACCURACY SCORES USING DIFFERENT THRESHOLDS OF TWITTER

PRO-ISIS FANBOYS USERS USING YOUTUBE THREAT CORPUS LABELING

Twitter Pro-ISIS
Fanboys Users

YouTube Labeling

keyword
Matching

Empath
Vector

Empath
Matrix

Bert
Vector

Bert
Matrix

G-mean Thr. 0.004 0.480 0.409 0.990 0.010

Acc 26.1 47.8 39.1 34.8 60.9

F-measure Thr. 0.020 0.630 0.631 0.980 0.000
Acc 56.5 60.9 60.9 30.4 39.1

Optimal
Threshold
Tuning

Thr. 0.001 0.181 0.407 0.000 0.005

Acc 34.8 30.4 34.8 30.4 34.8

Quantile
discreti-
zation

Thr. 0.011 0.52 0.523 0.99 0.011

Acc 60.9 47.84 47.8 34.8 56.5

TABLE IV
ACCURACY SCORES USING DIFFERENT THRESHOLDS OF YOUTUBE

THREAT CORPUS

YouTube Threat
Corpus

keyword
Matching

Empath
Vector

Empath
Matrix

Bert
Vector

Bert
Matrix

G-mean Thr. 0.017 0.340 0.356 0.980 0.010

Acc 72.0 59.3 49.6 35.3 50.2

F-measure Thr. 0.154 0.390 0.325 0.980 0.040
Acc 86.4 65.6 43.9 35.3 95.0

Optimal
Threshold
Tuning

Thr. 0.143 0.381 0.327 0.971 0.013

Acc 86.4 65.6 44.0 35.3 62.7

Quantile
discreti-
zation

Thr. 0.0625 0.440 0.50 0.99 0.0171

Acc 76.2 73.9 72.0 71.0 72.5

Besides, to comprehend the distribution of the risk assess-683

ment scores prior to thresholding step, we present in Fig. 7 the684

risk assessment scores of all 111 distinct Twitter users when685

the embedding method is employed either using Empath or686

BERT model applied to vector or matrix-based representation.687

688

The illustration provides a basis to understand the threshold689

score generated by the various thresholding techniques pro-690

vided earlier. We may observe for instance that the vector691

based BERT embedding yields less variability of risk assess-692

ment scores, where the quasi majority tends towards 0.99 693

value! 694

3) Discussions: 695

• The results highlighted in previous subsection where 696

relatively high accuracy rate were obtained (60.9% for 697

Twitter ISIS dataset and 95% for YouTube data) demon- 698

strate the feasibility of our processing data pipeline for 699

assessing the radicalization risk from online content. 700

• Comparing the vector and matrix representation reveals 701

the superiority of the latter. In other words, calculating the 702

risk level at each of post of the user and then aggregate 703

the risk according to max rule is much more efficient than 704

concatenating all user’s posts as a single textual input, 705

which is then used to calculate the risk score. 706

• The relatively low accuracy obtained for Twitter dataset 707

as compared to YouTube dataset can be rooted back to 708

the impact of the annotation method employed, which 709

is also directly linked to the extent of overlapping with 710

YouTube dataset and not to the explicit content of the 711

Twitter dataset. 712

• The approach developed in this paper opens up new hori- 713

zons for radicalization analysis using other ontologies, 714

beyond the employed ERG22+-VERE-ER. 715

V. CONCLUSION 716

Terrorism and crime prevention becomes one of the top 717

national priority concerns that helps to protect national assets 718

from foreign and domestic threats. However, this faces com- 719

plex challenges related to identifying relevant individuals and 720

groups that are considered high risk profiles, especially with 721

proliferation of extremism acts globally. This research uses 722

online discussion data to build a system capable of identifying 723

high risk individuals. For this purpose, the proposed model 724

builds on the well-established radicalisation risk assessment 725

ontologies of ERG22+ and VERA-ER risk assessment tools, 726

where the associated risk indicators are expanded. Each in- 727

dicator includes different definitions in the form of short 728

text. This expansion creates a representative vocabulary for 729

each risk indicator. The adopted approach assumes two key 730

phases: matching the user’s textual input to each risk indicator 731

ontology where the individual risk indicators are aggregated 732

using max-combination rule, and then followed by the binary 733

risk assessment in terms of high- or low- risk profile. For 734

the first phase, two methodologies are contrasted: Embedding- 735

based approach where both BERT and Empath-category are 736

evaluated, and string matching using Wordnet-based expan- 737

sion vocabulary are employed. In the second phase, various 738

thresholding techniques are compared and discussed. In both 739

steps, we have also contrasted two views of looking into user’s 740

post (s) depending whether one wants to assess the individual’s 741

risk after scrutinizing all his/her posts or one wants to take a 742

decision on spot (at post level) so that each time a radical 743

and violent post is generated, an action should be taken. Both 744

views are well founded in security studies and cannot be 745

ignored. For the evaluation purpose, we have considered two 746

publicly available datasets: Video Comment Threat Corpus and 747
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Fig. 7. Risk assessment scores of Twitter users using the hybrid model.

Twitter Pro-ISIS Fanboys dataset. Although the first dataset748

is well labelled according to the purpose of this study, new749

techniques have been suggested to automatically label Pro-750

ISIS dataset. Especially, one approach advocates the view that751

radicalized Twitter users should have been reported to Twitter,752

which will then suspend their accounts. The second one uses753

the knowledge about Facebook labelling as a guideline to label754

Twitter dataset as well, so that a mapping strategy employed755

embedding representation was devised and successfully tested.756

The experimental results in terms of high accuracy rate achieve757

95% and 60.9% for Youtube and ISIS dataset, respectively,758

confirming the technical soundness of the developed approach759

and its prospects to lead new horizons in tackling radicaliza-760

tion online.761
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